MINISTRY OF STORIES

A WORLD OF WORDS

HIRING THE MINISTRY OF STORIES
Looking for space that’s a little bit different?

Hold your event, meeting or presentation at the Ministry of Stories, a unique space hidden behind Hoxton Street Monster Supplies, London’s most popular shop for the living, dead and undead.

100% of the hire fee goes towards supporting our young writers.

‘It was a great, inspirational space for us to be in, and the team was so energized after the day.’
Annabella, Ogilvy
We have a versatile set of rooms, that can be tailored to your event.

**FULL HIRE**
Go through the secret door in Hoxton Street Monster Supplies and enter a large, imaginative space ready to inspire, excite and entertain. The full hire of the Ministry allows the use of both the Main Space and the Meeting Room, and our full set of facilities.

**Great for**
- Book launches
- Training days
- Corporate launches

**Capacity**
80 people

**Dimensions**
64sqms & 22sqms

**Facilities**
- Break out space
- WiFi
- Projector and screen
- Access to kitchen and toilets
- Chairs and tables
- Stationery
- Inspirational surroundings
- Air conditioning

Why not add an inspirational workshop? *We can create one that fits for you,* for up to 30 people.

**MAIN SPACE**
Hire our versatile Main Space and invite your guests into a room that encourages imaginations to run wild. Hire of this space also includes access to the kitchen and key facilities.

**Great for**
- Workshops
- Large presentations
- Team building

**Capacity**
40 people (80 for parties)

**Dimensions**
64sqms

**Facilities**
- WiFi
- Projector and screen
- Access to kitchen and toilets
- Chairs and tables
- Stationery
- Inspirational surroundings
- Air conditioning

**MEETING ROOM**
A bright, inviting space full of books, pens and illustrations. The Meeting Room is perfect for daydreaming, brainstorming and getting that ball rolling. Hire of this space also includes access to the kitchen and key facilities.

**Great for**
- Creative meetings
- Small presentations
- Brainstorming sessions

**Capacity**
20 people

**Dimensions**
22sqms

**Facilities**
- WiFi
- Tables and chairs
- Stationery
- Access to kitchen and toilets
- Inspirational surroundings
Hoxton Street Monster Supplies

~Bespoke and Everyday Items for the Living, Dead or Undead~

~Purveyor of Quality Goods for Monsters of Every Kind~

Hoxton Street Monster Supplies
Hoxton Street Monster Supplies – interior
Meeting room
Want to bring a little bit of Ministry magic to your event? Our staff can create tailored workshops or inspirational presentations, to be enjoyed at the Ministry, or at a venue of your choice.

CREATIVE WORKSHOPS
Ever heard the one about Maximus the tiny ant farmer who’s afraid of cats? Bring your team together with the joy of storytelling. We run fun, interactive 1–2 hour workshops that fire the imagination and get teams working together.

Great for
Team building
Festivals
Away days

“The session was enjoyed by many and certainly fired up some imaginative conversations and stories!”
Verity Sanderson,
Arts Marketing Association

SPEAKERS AND PRESENTATIONS
Co-founders Lucy Macnab and Ben Payne took an empty shop on Hoxton Street, London and – with the help of a handful of volunteers – turned it into an inspirational creative writing centre for young people. Hear from them first hand about the creativity, hard work and inspiration it took to go from two paintbrushes and an idea to an award winning arts organisation in just five years.

Great for
Conferences
Festivals
Panel discussions

CONSULTANCY
Hit a creative wall? Struggling to find a fresh way to lead workshops? Looking to learn more about the principles of teaching writing?

Our consultancy offer will help you:

• Develop learning tools to encourage creative writing
• Understand what’s involved in setting up a creative non-profit like the Ministry of Stories
• Explore the principles of what makes good storytelling and how to apply it to your work
• See how mentoring skills can have a powerful impact

Book one of our Co-Directors or our Learning Manager for a one-off session or a tailored programme.

Great for
Start-ups
Educational groups
Corporate teams
RATES AND AVAILABILITY

Our rates and availability are variable, so please contact us direct to discuss your needs.

We currently offer a 40% discount for not-for-profit organisations.

CONTACT
Ilona Leighton-Goodall,
Operations Director
T: 020 7729 4159
E: ilona@ministryofstories.org

STANDARD RATES
FULL HIRE
Full day £975
Half day £500
MAIN SPACE
Full day £575
Half day £300
MEETING ROOM
Full day £400
Half day £200

NOT-FOR-PROFIT RATES
FULL HIRE
Full day £585
Half day £300
MAIN SPACE
Full day £345
Half day £180
MEETING ROOM
Full day £240
Half day £120

WORKSHOPS, SPEAKERS AND CONSULTANCY
Subject to requirement, so please enquire directly.